
Wrestlemania  XXXV  Preview:
Kickoff  Show:  Wrestlemania
Women’s Battle Royal
Now with no specific name.

This is another match where I’ll need to see the full field
before being confident in my pick. It feels like the biggest
layup in the world to have Asuka win here to get some heat
back after losing the title to Charlotte, but I don’t trust
WWE to go with the most logical option. There aren’t many good
options in the match so far, but that’s where I think we get
to our actual winner.

I’ll take Lacey Evans, because I have the blind faith that WWE
actually has a plan for her with all those random cameos.
There isn’t much of a reason for this to be the case and Evans
hasn’t exactly showed a world of talent yet, but that’s never
stopped WWE before. I’ll go with her winning, though I’ll be
rather happy if Asuka wins. It’s not like it means anything
though, as Naomi didn’t exactly rocket up the card last year.
But hey: a swerve ending right?

Wrestlemania XXXIV Preview –
Wrestlemania  Women’s  Battle
Royal
Pick from someone.

Wrestlemania Women’s Battle Royal
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After all the controversy over Fabulous Moolah, it’s time to
get down to the actual point…and it’s really hard to care. We
just saw a much bigger and more important women’s battle royal
about two months ago and now we’re supposed to get fired up
for this. I haven’t been able to care about it for the most
part as it’s just a match that we’ve seen recently without
much else to it.

I’ll take…Bayley to win the thing I guess, as she and Sasha
Banks are pretty clearly ready for a big time feud. Other than
that though, who else is supposed to win the thing? A lot of
the names in the thing (of fourteen announced) are just cannon
fodder and that leaves a handful of options to win the match.
Other than that the only real options (barring a big surprise
entrant) are Banks and Becky Lynch, unless you have someone
out of left field win it and then go nowhere as a result.


